
Understanding the impact of news



TODAYS AIMS & 

OBJECTIVES 

To explain how a trader should interpret global 

macro developments into their strategies

To better understand why fundamental news is 

important and how to define what is important for 

financial markets

Understand why traders use forms of social media 

and addition to traditional news services

Introduction to approaching economic data and 

preparing for central bank speeches

TOPICS

Understanding Fundamentals

Assessing Market Sentiment

Macro Themes

Power of Twitter

Economic Data

Preparing for Speeches

News resources

BY THE END OF THE SESSION 

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO

• Be able to prioritise global news in 

order to understand what will impact 

markets

• How to use Twitter as an efficient 

means to capturing market sensitive 

information

• Appreciate the difference in impact 

between scheduled and unscheduled 

news

• Plan ahead of time as to enhance the 

timing of actioning strategies



THE IMPORTANCE OF NEWS

Impact determined by whether the news was expected or not

Technical Fundamental



ANALYST & TRADER RELATIONSHIP



WHY?

There is too much news to monitor 

day-to-day. A strategic way to pick 

through the ‘noise’ is to apply a 

hierarchy system to the major macro 

themes at that point in time. This will 

help to determine what topic could 

provide the most meaningful impact 

on global assets.

PRIORITISING MACRO THEMES

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

The aim is to then approach each day 

with a specific plan on what the risks 

could be that may alter market 

sentiment and consequently direction.



BREAKING DOWN FUNDAMENTALS

Scheduled

Economic data

Central Bank speaker’s

Corporate earnings

Government bond auctions

Un-scheduled

Geopolitical news

Terror alerts

Central Bank and 

Government speaker’s

Fundamental

Impact determined by whether the news was expected or not



WESTERN CENTRAL BANKS… EASTERN CENTRAL BANKS…

PRACTICAL DIFFERENCES

European Central Bank (ECB)

1245GMT: Interest rate 

announcement

1330GMT: Press conference

Federal Reserve (Fed)

1900GMT: Interest rate 

announcement

Bank of England (BoE)

1200GMT: Interest rate 

announcement & minutes

People’s Bank of China (PBOC)

Historically between 1000/1200GMT

No set date for interest rate announcement

Bank of Japan (BoJ)

Often delayed in time of release

➢ Another classic example of NOT

sticking to the schedule is OPEC



NEWS DISSEMINATION

Financial News

Social Media

News Networks



THE POWER OF TWITTER WHAT HAPPENED? 

23rd April 2013 - More than £90bn was 

wiped off the US stock market before 

recovering all of the losses in less than 5-

minutes. 

The fake tweet was immediately corrected 

by Associated Press employees and the 

Syrian Electronic Army claiming 

responsibility. The move also brought into 

question the power of high-frequency 

trading algorithms (HFTs).

The event happened just over a week after the bombing of the Boston marathon.



28TH NOVEMBER 2018CASE STUDY: TIME OF DAY

1742GMT 

Telegraph tweet a break 

through in Brexit 

negotiations.

1744GMT 

Report circulates and 

appears on major financial 

news wires

1819GMT 

Reports citing the British 

government state no 

knowledge of an 

agreement.



MONITORING NEWS • Register an account on Twitter

• Start following users

• Login via tweetdeck.twitter.com

Utilising the 

search 

function on 

TweetDeck

Key word 

search should 

change with 

the current 

theme at that 

point in time

Amplify Trading @askamplify

Head of Trading: Piers Curran @pierscurran

Director: Anthony Cheung @AWMCheung

News bots & re-tweeters: @DeltaOne, @4xInsight, 

@C_Barraud, @NourHammoury



CREDIBILITY

OF SOURCES
What is a credible 

news source 

• Bloomberg, Reuters

• FT, WSJ

• BBC News, Sky News

• Times, Telegraph

Information via social 

media

• Twitter

• Blog sites

• Periscope

How to verify a Twitter accounts authenticity

• Who do they work for?

• How many followers do they have? (influencer)

• Have Twitter given their verified symbol?

• What type of content has been tweeted previously?

• Who follows the account in question

• What is the context of the tweet?



HOW TO 

PREPARE AND 

INTERPRET 

MAJOR 

SPEECHES

• Where are they speaking

• What is the topic

• Is there prepared text 

• Is there a Q&A session with the audience and/or media

• What is the view of the speaker (dovish/hawkish) and 

what did they say previously

TIPS

• Speeches have a tendency to front-load the important 

statements

• Inexperienced public speakers can often be caught off 

guard during Q&A sessions

There are a few key rules to follow when monitoring 

central bank or government officials:



CONTACT

info@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


